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About the Energy 
Institute (EI) (1)

• The Energy Institute (EI) is a chartered professional membership body for the global 
energy industry

• Serves society with independence, disseminating knowledge, skills and good 
practice towards a safe, secure and sustainable energy system. 

• Licensed by: 
• the Engineering Council to award Chartered, Incorporated and Engineering 

Technician status, 
• the Science Council to award Chartered Scientist status, and 
• the Society for the Environment to award Chartered Environmentalist status.  

• Professional development, training, events

• Technical work programme funded by EI Technical Partner Companies
• Standard and guidelines for health, safety, environment and quality.
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About the Energy 
Institute (EI) (2)

BG Group
BP Exploration
BP Oil UK Ltd
Centrica
Chevron
ConocoPhillips
Dana Petroleum
DONG Energy
EDF Energy
ENI
E.ON UK
ExxonMobil International

International Power
Kuwait Petroleum Aviation
Maersk Oil North Sea
Murco Petroleum Ltd
Nexen
Phillips66
Premier Oil
RWE npower
Saudi Aramco
Scottish Power
SGS
Shell E&P

Shell Oil Products Ltd
SSE
Statoil
Statkraft
Talisman Energy
Total E&P UK plc
Total UK Ltd
Valero
Vattenfall
Vitol
World Fuel Services

• 20,000 individual EI members 
• 350 company members
• 35 Technical Partners



Hearts and Minds toolkit

http://www.energyinst.org/heartsandminds

EI is the publisher of the Hearts and Minds safety culture toolkit



Background to Hearts and 
Minds
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• “The product of individual and shared values, attitudes and 
patterns of behaviours which determine the proficiency of and 
the commitment to, an organization’s Operations Management”.

• Individual and group behaviours which are accepted and 
reinforced in the organisation.

• “The way we do things around here” 

• “What we do when no one is looking”

• Safety culture is the beliefs, behaviours and practices around 
managing ‘safety’.

What is safety culture?



• Culture is not a real property, it can’t be objectively measured.

• Culture is ‘created’ by the observer.

• It is simply a way of making sense of why people behave in similar 
ways.

• However, practically, we believe there is merit in classifying cultures, 
as a way to improve that culture.

Understanding culture
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The safety culture 
ladder

PATHOLOGICAL
The lawyers/regulator said it was OK
I’ve done my bit for HSE this year
Of course we have accidents, it’s a dangerous business
Sack the idiot who had the accident

REACTIVE
We are serious, but why don’t they do what they’re told?
Lots of discussions to re-classify accidents
You have to consider the condition under which we are working

GENERATIVE
Chronic unease (Mindfulness)
Safety seen as good business
New ideas are welcomed

PROACTIVE
Resources are available to fix things before 
an accident
Management is open but still obsessed with 
statistics
Procedures are “owned” by the workforce 

CALCULATIVE
We have our HSE-MS; we cracked it!
Lots and lots of audits
We collect lots of statistics

Increasingly informed

Increasing trust and 
accountability

Parker/Hudson culture model



The toolkit

The toolkit
http://www.eimicrosites.org/heartsandminds



What is Hearts and Minds 
(H&M)?

• A set of ‘tools’ designed to facilitate safety cultural change.  

• 9 tools, focusing on common issues.

• Originally produced by Shell, through 20 years of psychology 
research at Universities of Leiden, Manchester and Aberdeen 

• Each tool:
• Distils key academic theory into practical information.
• Provides a series of workshop activities and ‘micro tools’ to 

stimulate discussion.
• Aims to help people identify their problems and create their own 

solutions.



The H&M ethos

• A range of tools and techniques, based on academic theory, to help 
organisations improve their safety culture

• Aim to make theory accessible and useful
• Not a change programme requiring delivery by external consultants
• Tools suitable for use by non-experts (but do require thorough 

preparation)
• Most of the tools used in a participative workshop context
• Workshops require 2-3 hours without interruption
• Small groups (no more than 20 people) working together to 

diagnose their problems and work up solutions

• The principle behind this ethos?
• Self-generated solutions are more likely to succeed than those 

coming top-down, or externally imposed



The science behind 
Hearts and Minds

• Sneddon, A., Hudson, P.T.W., Parker, D., Lawrie, M., Vuijk, M.,Â & Bryden, R. (2005) A Comprehensive Model for Human 
Behaviour in Industrial Environments. The XIIth European Congress on Work and Organizational Psychology. 

• Hudson, P.T.W., Parker, D., Lawrie, M., v d Graaf, G.C. & Bryden, R. (2004) How to win Hearts and Minds: The theory behind 
the program. Proceedings 7th SPE International Conference on Health Safety and Environment in Oil and Gas Exploration and 
Production. Richardson TX: Society of Petroleum Engineers 

• Aune, S., Bryden R., Cairn, D., Van Dam, P., Dekker, G. Lauvstad, B., v.d. Wal, J.Â (2004) Culture Change and Breakthrough 
Safety Performance: A European Example. Proceedings 7th SPE International Conference on Health Safety and Environment in 
Oil and Gas Exploration and Production. Richardson TX: Society of Petroleum Engineers 

• Hudson, P.T.W., Parker, D., & v d Graaf, G.C. (2002) The Hearts and Minds Program: Understanding HSE culture. In 
Proceedings 6th SPE International Conference on Health Safety and Environment in Oil and Gas Exploration and Production. 
Richardson TX: Society of Petroleum Engineers 

• v d Graaf, G.C. & Hudson, P.T.W. (2002) Hearts and Minds: The status after 15 years research. In Proceedings 6th SPE 
International Conference on Health Safety and Environment in Oil and Gas Exploration and Production. Richardson TX: Society 
of Petroleum Engineers 

• Hudson, P.T.W. & Willekes, F.C. (2000) The Hearts and Minds project in an operating company: Developing tools to measure 
cultural factors. In Proceedings SPE International Conference on Health Safety and Environment in Oil and Gas Exploration and 
Production. Richardson TX: Society of Petroleum Engineers 

• Hudson, P.T.W., Parker, D., Lawton, R., Verschuur, W.L.G., van der Graaf, G.C. & Kalff, J. (2000) The Hearts and Minds Project: 
Creating intrinsic motivation for HSE. In Proceedings SPE International Conference on Health Safety and Environment in Oil and 
Gas Exploration and Production. Richardson TX: Society of Petroleum Engineers 

• van der Graaf, G.C. , Kalff, J., & Hudson, P.T.W. (2000) Moving towards a generative safety culture: The Hearts and Minds HSE
Research Programme (Part 2). Exploration and Production Newsletter.EP2000-7006,38-40 The Hague: Shell International 

Etc.
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How to improve culture

Individual 
consequences

We understand and 
accept that there is a 
fair system for reward 

and discipline

Personal 
responsibility

We understand and 
accept what should be 
done and know what 
is expected of us

Personal proactive 
interventions

We are intrinsically 
motivated to work 

safelyConsistent and fair 
positive and negative 

consequences for 
safe/unsafe behaviour

• Coaching
• Praise and trust / 

criticism and distrust
• Career 

enhancement/limiting
• Dismissal

• Fair and just 
reward/discipline

Being ‘crystal clear’ in 
our HSE expectations.

• SMS identifies risks 
and controls

• Roles and 
responsibilities are 
made clear

• 1-to-1 discussion with 
role-holders

• People accept roles 
and are held 
accountable



Hearts and Minds toolkit, a 
quick overview
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Understanding your 
culture

• Assess organisation against the 
‘culture ladder’

• Qualitative tool
• Workshop-based questionnaire 

(although online version available)

• Outcomes:
• Understand the current 

culture, and ‘what better looks 
like’ (i.e. better cultures)

• Convince need for change
• Understand issues
• Begin to plan solutions
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Making change last

• Assesses readiness to change

Change process:

• Are you ready for change? (Aware of the problem? 
Plans in place?)

• Plans implemented?  Effort maintained?

• Overcoming barriers to implementation of change

• Setting goals and implementing the right initiatives 
for change

• What is the problem? 

• Solutions?
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Managing Rule 
Breaking

• Why does rule breaking happen?

• Improving procedures and practices

• Workshop exercise 
• are rules/procedures followed?
• Why break the rules?
• Do we have problem procedures?  How can we fix 

problem procedures

• Solving causes of rule breaking

• Applying fair and consistent consequences for rule 
breaking behaviour
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Safety appraisals for 
everyone

• Improving safety leadership

• Designed to provide feedback to managers and other 
safety leaders on their safety behaviour.

• 360-degree appraisal system.

• 17 questions.

• Follow-up discussions to discuss results and create a 
personal action plan to improve safety behaviour.

www.safeappraisal.org
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Improving supervision

• Improving competence of supervisors

• Leadership styles, examining which styles are most 
appropriate to use.

• Helps leaders understand their leadership style and 
effectiveness, and an action plan for improving.
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Working safely

• Improving competency of workforce to manage 
hazards

• Situational awareness tool used to increase people's ability 
to work safely. 

• Why people do and do not work safely

• help identify risks, 

• introduces risk assessment.
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Achieving situation 
awareness – the rule of 
3

• Knowing when to continue and when to stop/restart an 
activity

• The problem: people tend to err on the side of risk, not 
caution.

• Rule of 3: traffic light system:

• Green = good to proceed

• Amber = proceed with caution

• Three ambers = Stop!

• Red = stop!

• Helps removes human bias from go/no-go decision making
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Risk assessment matrix

• Competency to manage risk

• Qualitative risk assessment 
tool.  

• Provides a framework for 
making sense of risks in order 
to help build in the necessary 
barriers to lower the chance of 
an incident to ALARP (As Low 
As Reasonably Practicable) 
levels.
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Driving for Excellence

• Improving situational awareness in  both drivers and 
supervisors of drivers.  

• Driving operations remain the biggest hazard in terms of 
frequency for most organisations

• Driver need to be able to recognise ‘hazards’.



New: Learning from incidents

• PhD research found that:
• There is a generic LFI process that most companies 

follow.
• However, LFI activities in most companies are not very 

effective
• Not based on how adults learn
• Tend to end after disseminating information about 

incidents to the workforce.
• A key phase to learning that many companies do not do 

well is ‘contextualising’ – giving people the time and 
tools to make sense of an incident – what does it mean 
to them and their work?

• The tool was created to help companies
• A) Understand the LFI process and what activities they 

have.
• B) Help people ‘contextualise’ – make sense – of 

incidents.



How is Hearts and Minds being 
used?
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Who is using Hearts & Minds

• Used to an extent by hundreds of companies – approx. 400-500 companies
• Used extensively in the following industries:

• Oil and gas
• Power generators
• Shipping
• Aviation
• Rail
• Pharmaceuticals
• Security and defence
• Training and consultancy

– Shell
– Vattenfall
– Sakhalin Energy
– Sabic
– Petronas
– Wartsila



Case Studies

Shell Eastern Petrochemicals Complex, 
Singapore
• Major turnaround project – 15,000 workers
• Rolled out Hearts and Minds from the start as 

part of trainee programme for supervisors.
• All participating contractor supervisors enrolled 

in training course. Course covered various 
aspects of Hearts and Minds.  A senior Shell 
manager was present for every H&M workshop.

• Supervisors were also allocated a mentor 
onsite to get involved in safety interventions. 

• Achieved 13.5mn man-hours without an LTI, 
and recordable injuries of 0.6 per mn man-
hours.  At the time, a record for Shell.

Petroleum Review, May 2010



Case Studies

Sakhalin Energy
• Diverse but generally reactive safety culture in 2004
• Used H&M, particularly Understanding Your Culture 

and Managing Rule Breaking
• Significantly reduced fatalities from 14 in 2004 to 0 in 

2012
• Reduced road traffic injuries from 60 in 2004 to 0 in 

2012
• 80% improvement in LTIs over  8 year period
• Achieved record safety performance



Energy Institute 

Working with energy 
professionals, serving 

the global energy 
community


